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April 2011

Deutsche Bank’s Role 

Deutsche Bank AG (“DB”) has sent the you this document in its capacity as a potential counterparty 
acting at arm's length. In accordance with financial regulations and requirements it is important that 
you understand that DB is not acting as your municipal advisor, swap advisor, financial advisor or in 
any other fiduciary capacityany other fiduciary capacity.

Prior to entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand the 
transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction 
in light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of 
entering into such transaction. 

DB strongly encourages you to seek advice from your own independent advisers in assessing the 
proposed transaction and, upon our request, provide evidence of your receipt of this advice.
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DB is not your fiduciary regarding the proposed transaction and you should not believe or 
expect DB to be your fiduciary in any capacity.  
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 Fixed Payer swaps / swaptions (synthetic fixed)

 Basis swaps (receive % of L, pay SIFMA)

 Constant Maturity Swaps

Pre-Credit Crisis

Comparison of Derivative Activity

 Assignment of fixed payers

 CMS reversals and terminations

 Basis Swaps

Post-Credit Crisis

 Constant Maturity Swaps

 Fixed Receiver Swaps (synthetic floating)

 Rate Locks to hedge future issuance

 Caps

 Reinvestment Contracts (FPAs)

 Basis Swaps

 Caps

 Commodity Hedges

Issuer 
Side

 Third Party TOB

 Fixed versus floating swaps

 Third Party TOB

 Total Return Swaps
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 Total Return Swaps

 Basis Swaps

 MMD Rate Locks
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Buy 
Side

Tender Option Bond Activity*

Year
Total T/E 
Supply

New 
Derivative 
Issuance

30y MMD / TSY 
Ratio

2000 187.100 15.671 95.87%
2001 271.929 18.682 93.38%
2002 338.720 24.631 95.26%
2003 342.160 28.241 96.08%
2004 335.578 30.664 94.02%
2005 382.449 54.433 97.00%
2006 358.669 82.464 89.08%
2007 400.419 166.595 89.09%25
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2008 365.253 105.239 115.81%
2009 325.227 23.922 112.49%
2010 316.356 18.289 95.92%
2011 47.294 4.728 105.31%

0
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Derivative Issuance 30y MMD / TSY Ratio

*Source: Bloomberg, Deutsche Bank Global Markets, and The Bond Buyer website
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Commodity Price Risk 
Oil Prices (2006 - Present)

Municipal and non-profit issuers have commodity price risk, 
regardless of their sector, region or size

 Exposure may not be obvious or regularly monitored

Widespread Exposure
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Oil prices soared to $145 a barrel in 2008

 Natural gas prices rose to over $12 in 2008

 Strained budgets were further stressed by these spikes

 Funds were diverted from other budgeted needs to meet 
energy/utility costs

Danger of Potential Spikes in Prices 

Natural Gas Prices (2006 - Present)
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Uncertainty of Future Commodity Prices

 An economic recovery could cause the demand for fuel to outpace 
supply, resulting in an increase in prices

 A weaker US dollar could lead to upward pressure on the prices of 
dollar-denominated commodities

 Examples: Oil, Natural Gas, Electricity, etc. 0
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 The Authority uses approximately 5.5 million gallons of diesel per year to power its fleet

 In 2008, the market price of diesel averaged 43% higher than the Authority’s expectations

 The Authority incurred $5.2 million of unexpected fuel costs over the planned budget

The Authority’s commodity price risk materialized in 2008

Commodity Price Hedging: Transit Authority Case Study

The Authority incurred $5.2 million of unexpected fuel costs over the planned budget

 The Authority hedged 1 million gallons of diesel for 2010 (approximately 20% of total expected usage)

 Simple documentation under a negotiated ISDA Master Agreement

 The Authority was pleased with the results of the transaction

 Locked in a low price per gallon

 Transparent and efficient trade execution

The Authority reduced its 2010 price risk with a Diesel Swap
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 The Board appreciated management’s ability to identify sources of budgetary stability

 Structure of the fixed vs. floating price hedge transaction was easily understood

Management decided to hedge only a portion of annual usage in order to protect against a potential drop 
in prices or in usage

The Authority’s board supported management’s decision to hedge
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 Inflation and its influence on level and shape of the 
yield curve

 ECB raised last week; Fed expected to 

Issues

Municipal Derivatives Key Drivers in 2011

 MTM of fixed-payers less negative against Issuers, 
leading to less collateral posting and termination 
opportunities

Likely Result

tighten by year-end

 The “Muni Credit” story continues

 Many banks (lenders to Munis) still carry forward 
net negative operating losses and face the 

 Issuers will be compelled to invest bond proceeds

 Continued cheapness relative to other asset 
classes, exacerbated due to an upcoming increase 
in supply

 LOCs and liquidity facilities will likely increase in 
cost and become less available
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regulatory uncertainty of Basel III’s effects on credit 
structures

 Commodity prices continue to remain highly 
unstable

cost and become less available

 Municipal entities with large commodity exposure 
will either be compelled to hedge or over-budget 
against increasing commodity costs going forward

Disclaimer
The information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we make no representation or warranty,
express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of such information. In addition, we have no
obligation to update, modify or amend this communication or to otherwise notify a recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

We are not acting and do not purport to act in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. We therefore strongly suggest that recipients seek their own
independent advice in relation to any investment, financial, legal, tax, accounting or regulatory issues discussed herein. Analyses and opinions contained
herein may be based on assumptions that if altered can change the analyses or opinions expressed. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any
representation or warranty as to future performance of any financial instrument credit currency rate or other market or economic measure Furthermore pastrepresentation or warranty as to future performance of any financial instrument, credit, currency rate or other market or economic measure. Furthermore, past
performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.

Deutsche Bank may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. Deutsche Bank trades or may trade as principal in the
instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein, and these may be known
to the author. Deutsche Bank may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Assumptions, estimates and opinions expressed
constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice.

This material is not a research report and was not prepared or reviewed by the Deutsche Bank Research Department, and the views expressed herein may
differ from those of the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to additional potential conflicts of interest which the Research
Department does not face, so this material should not necessarily be considered objective or unbiased. Sales and Trading personnel are compensated in part
based on the volume of transactions effected by them.

This communication is provided for information purposes only. It is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any security, nor to enter into any
agreement or contract with Deutsche Bank AG or any affiliates. Any offering or potential transaction that may be related to the subject matter of this
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communication will be made pursuant to separate and distinct documentation and in such case the information contained herein will be superseded in its
entirety by such documentation in final form.

Securities and investment banking activities in the United States are performed by Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., member NYSE, FINRA and SIPC, and its
broker-dealer affiliates. Lending and other commercial banking activities in the United States are performed by Deutsche Bank AG, and its banking affiliates.
This communication and the information contained herein is confidential and may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part without our prior written
consent. © 2010 Deutsche Bank AG.
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